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Former Difficulties

Aircraft
jet engine emissions

Noise
Capacity: higher priority than
the environment

Segregated (civil/military)
airspace
Fixed-route network
Measurement of flight efficiency
was basic
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Fuel fficiency has always been a strong driver for
progress in aviation

Aircraft
jet engine emissions

Segregated (civil/military)
airspace
Fixed-route network

Capacity: higher priority than
the environment

Reduction on CO2 emissions
Per seat kilometre since first jets

- 80%

Reduction in perceived noise
since first jets

- 75%

CO2 emissions avoided since 1990

Fuel burn per 100 passenger km
flown (latest jets)
Fuel efficiency improvement
2009 – 2016
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Noise

10 billion tons

Measurement of flight efficiency
was basic

< 3 litres / 100 km
2.1% annual
average
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Good performance measurement understanding:
where are the issues and how to address them
Identified causes
of inefficiencies
En-route
inefficiency
Climb
inefficiency
Taxi-out
inefficiency

Departure
airport

- Departure
procedures
- SIDs
- Leveling-off

Descent
inefficiency
-

Fixed-route network
Segregated airspace
Congested airspace
Expensive airspace
Adverse weather
Contrails
Landscape

- Arrival
procedures
- Holding
- STARs
- Leveling-off
- Noise

Taxi-in
inefficiency

Arrival airport

HFE (Horizontal Flight Efficiency)
VFE (Vertical Flight Efficiency)
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ANSPs don’t have full control on flight performance
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Factors influencing the different performance
areas are interdependent


ENV vs safety



ENV vs capacity



ENV vs cost effectiveness

Cor(flight efficiency, traffic)= 0,9
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Performance indicators are difficult to understand,
interpret and use to improve ATM performance
Performance indicators used

KEA/KEP – achieved distance concept

CCO/CDO and noise CCO/CDO



The inefficiency (KEA/KEP) is negatively affected in all
airspaces after the one in which the deviation was initiated



Binary metric



Based on level segment (radar detection, not fuel burn)

Metrics fail to measure ANSPs’ behaviour as they are
directly affected by other factors



The level segment may not always indicate inefficiency
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Better indicators are needed to measure ANSPs’
progress towards European net zero emissions goal
 In October 2020 the ATM/ANS Environmental
Transparency WG was created


Co-chaired by Eurocontrol, MUAC and NATS



The proposed measurements and/or metrics could
be used for RP4

 New metrics proposed by FABEC for assessment


Acropole (DSNA)



REDES/RESTR (MUAC)



Trajectory comparison
indicator (skeyes/NATS)



TMA indicator
(LVNL/Skeyes/Eurocontrol)

Horizontal
Flight
=
(In)Efficiency

Local extension (RESTR)
Interface (network) (REDES)
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Aviation climate impact consists of CO2 and non-CO2
contributions
 The non-CO2 contributions (NOx, particles, Contrail cirrus) are quite
large in aviation
 Some of these non-CO2 contributions lead to increases in global
temperature, while others lead to a decrease. Uncertainties about these
contributions remain.
 However, the knowledge of the non-CO2 effects has increased very fast
recently.
 The impact of non-CO2 contributions within aviation on climate change
appears larger than of CO2 contribution
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Contrail prevention trial – Maastricht UAC Airspace


MUAC has been running a contrail
prevention trial since January
2021;
end in December 2021



Flights may be tactically
requested
to deviate from the
planned/requested flight level by
the sector controller



Any flight flying through MUAC
sectors may be chosen



Daily trials go ahead dependent
on weather conditions

2000 ft

2000 ft
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“Europe must reduce emissions from transport
further and faster”, EU Green Deal
Accountability and attribution





EC set ambitious targets (2019): reduce net carbon emissions to zero by 2050
European Green Deal: reduce transport emissions in 2050 by 90% compared to 1990
Share of aviation in worldwide CO2 production: about 3-5%
Share of ATM network inefficiencies: about 10% of aviation emissions

Source: Destination 2050
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Collaboration between operational stakeholders is key
for aviation improvement
A significant reduction of CO2 might be possible if all stakeholders work together.
ANSPs could be a driving force in this direction by not only concentrating on a quantitative
element, but also on qualitative elements:








Free route airspace (FRA)
Continuous climb and descend operations (CCO/CDO)
Advanced flexible use of airspace (AFUA)
4D Trajectory-Based Operations
Contrail avoidance
Corporate environmental footprint
Environmental training to promote environmental awareness
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In addition to aviation having an effect on the climate the
opposite is also true: the weather influences aviation
Meteo optimised trajectory:
 optimising trajectory prediction (AMAN/DMAN/iCAS) by using hires meteorological information (4D grid information of wind,
temperature, pressure)
 optimised capacity and runway planning by using probabilistic
meteorological information for scenario analysis
 continuous descent and climb operations (CDO/CCO) using
improved meteorological information as enablers
 optimised routings (jet streams) e.g. over the Atlantic

 avoiding contrails and contrail cirrus by using advanced forecast
meteorological systems

Source: Metalliance
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Conclusions
 A great effort has been made to reduce the environmental impact of aviation, with horizontal
flight efficiency now above 97%
 Current Environmental Performance Indicators do not provide a good measurement of ANSPs’
performance. Better indicators are needed to measure ANSPs’ progress towards European net
zero emissions goal
 Recommendation for new metrics will be done by the ATM/ANS Environmental Transparency
Group in which FABEC participates
 Further development of FABEC ENV projects, like FRA, eFUA, CCO/CDO, XMAN and contrail
prevention will reduce the impact of aviation on climate
 Collaboration between operational stakeholders is key for environmental improvement
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Let’s discuss

